
St. Mary’s Annual Meeting 2022

Agenda

12:30 PM: Welcome and Opening Prayer

12:35 PM: Ministry Reports and Question Time

Rector

Rector’s Warden

People’s Warden

Sunday School

Deacon

Finance

Deanery

Music

Graduates

12:45 PM: Elections:

A. Election of Vestry

Holman Massey

B. Official Election of Vestry

Molly Dougherty

C. Deanery Plenum Members

Janet Deatrick and John Ash

1:00 PM: Adjourn with Prayer



Rector’s Report

This March I celebrated my ninth anniversary at St. Mary’s, and I have been truly blessed to

serve as your rector for so long. Today I share with you that I will be leaving the parish at the

end of June. My final Sunday will be June 26th.

Mitch and I have decided to move to my hometown in Georgia, to be closer to my father and

my brother and sister-in-law. I will not be going to another parish immediately, but will take

some time at home with my kids and family as I figure out where God is calling me next. This

was not an easy decision, and that’s a testament to the ministry we have done together over

the last almost decade.

I came to St. Mary’s in March of 2013 full of energy and excitement and more than a little bit

of trepidation. Though I had been a cathedral canon and on staff at a large parish, I

recognized that being the rector of a parish was a much different sort of job than either of

those roles, and my prayers were that I would be able to do it faithfully and successfully. I

already had a sense of the vestry and other lay leaders from the search process, so I knew that

I was coming to a very special place full of wonderful people- but still, I was nervous!

I was newly engaged, and hadn’t been at St. Mary’s for a summer before- and so it seemed

completely reasonable to plan my wedding in our sanctuary on July 5th. It never even

dawned on me to ask if we had air conditioning, and of course we had a heat wave the

weekend we married. Our friends and family still remember how hot our wedding was, and

how the candles at the altar started to lean and melt during the mass! A lot of life has

happened over the last nine years, for all of us. Ruby and Maisie were both born and baptized

here, you all grieved with me when our middle daughter was stillborn in the fall of 2016, you

delivered meals to feed Mitch and our girls when I had to be away to care for my mother in

hospice, and you supported me with prayers and love when she died last year.

Being so far from my family in Georgia, this community has become my family, too. It has

become clear to me over the last year of living with my heart in two places, though, that

saying goodbye is the right decision, both for the needs of my family and for the needs of our

parish.

St. Mary’s has weathered the first years of the pandemic, and in many ways we are stronger

as a congregation for what we have lived through. We are in good shape financially, and lay

leadership- from our wardens and vestry to our dedicated group of weekday Morning Prayer

officiants- is growing from strength to strength, all thanks to your generosity, faithfulness,

and hard work over the last two years. Our campus ministry connections to Penn and other

surrounding universities are stronger than ever, as demonstrated in our Choral Scholar

program which this year drew from Penn, Temple, and the Curtis Institute. We have received

the promise of a two year “step-down” grant from Bishop Gutiérrez to continue to help move

us to total self-funding of our scholars program. The Innes Memorial Fund has been

established in memory of Frank Innes, beloved St Marian who died in the summer of 2021, in

order to fund music ministries for the benefit of St. Mary’s and our wider community.
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I am particularly proud of our St. Mary’s staff. Under the direction of our choirmaster, Chase

Castle, I expect continued advancement in all of our music programs. Deacon Barbara Tobin

has been a constant companion in ministry in her five years at St. Mary’s, and I thank God

daily for bringing her to us and to me! She has kept us active in pursuing justice for all in our

city and country, advocating through letter writing campaigns, rallies and protests, and

grounding all that we do in our Baptismal Covenant. Brittany Holdahl has gone from strength

to strength during the pandemic and as we emerge into what is hopefully soon to be

post-pandemic life, running tech every Sunday in addition to her administrative work

running our parish office. I am also grateful to our wardens and Vestry for all that they do to

make St. Mary’s the faithful, special place that it is, working closely with me to chart a vision

for our common ministry.

Like many churches across the city we have seen smaller numbers of worshippers in the pews

on Sunday mornings, as we all navigate our own comfort with risk in what is hopefully the

tail end of the pandemic. I expect that will change as Covid becomes less of a factor in our

common life, however that might come about. In the meantime we have made high quality

online worship possible, upgrading our audio visual systems with assistance from our diocese

in the form of two technology grants, and St. Marians near and far join us for our Sunday

mass and special event livestreams. Our increased comfort level as a parish with Zoom means

that we can similarly gather from near and far for children’s Sunday School, adult formation

offerings, and more.

I am confident that your next rector will build on this strong foundation. I will be cheering

you all on as you continue your common life without me. A part of my heart will stay here, in

this beloved corner of God’s kingdom on Locust Walk, and I will hold you all in my prayers

for the rest of my life, giving thanks, always, for the privilege of getting to be your priest.

In Christ,

Mariclair+

The Rev. Mariclair Partee Carlsen
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Rector’s Warden Report

Dear Friends—

Two years plus of the pandemic.  It’s hard to believe. I pray for a time when we can share a

meal without worry, but I am grateful we have been able to gather in person for worship the

past academic year (albeit with a couple of hiatuses) and have managed to continue virtual

offerings and to Livestream with increasing confidence.

I would like to thank all of you for your continued support of the ministries here with your

time, talent, and treasure:  For all our Choir, Altar Guild, Acolytes, Ushers, my fellow Sunday

School Teachers, and all of our Vestry members. In particular, I’d like to thank Scott Wilds,

our People’s Warden and helper in every way as Vestry member, Altar Guild, Usher, and Tech

Meister. The details you will hear or read in other reports. Thank you!

I would be remiss not to thank the Diocese for its continuous support of our Campus

Ministry, including our Choral Scholars.

Most of all I would like to thank Mother Mariclair, Deacon Barbara, Brittany Holdahl, Chase

Castle, and Patrick O’Brien for holding it all together.

There can be no doubt that we are in a time of incredible stress: pandemic, war that was

unthinkable a decade ago and still hard to believe months ago, legal upheavals, inflation, and

continued supply shortages.  It can be overwhelming.  I tell myself to remember that we just

need to ask for what we need each day.  When I come here and feel the love of God and my

neighbors, I am grateful and joyful.  I ask you all to persevere in our work and to ask for the

help you need.  It is in this way that we build the Church and do God’s work, day by day, with

God’s help.

The Bishop challenged us to consider during Lent who Jesus is for us.  For me, he is here

among us in each of you.

Thank you.

Vanessa Albert Lowry
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People’s Warden Report

I am happy to make this brief report on the physical and financial state of the parish. Our

financial health  and physical plant are strong, despite many challenges over the past two

years.

Sanctuary Sound System

In the past year, further improvements were made to the sanctuary sound system (initially

upgraded in the winter of 2020–2021), giving us better sound within the sanctuary as well as

in live streaming. We received an additional grant of $2500 from the diocese to support these

improvements made in the past year.

Roofing and other building issues

In coming months, we anticipate that some roofing repair work will be required to correct

minor leaks in the sanctuary. Longer term, exterior painting, parish hall re-roofing, and

completion of the parish hall large room and kitchen improvements will need to be

addressed.

Financial Condition

Treasurer Colin de Paor will provide a more detailed report. Suffice it to say that we continue

to be in stable condition. Parishioners sustained their pledges through 2021, and we ended

2021 with a surplus in the operating budget. Our investment accounts did very well until the

recent market downturn.

Both the St. Mary’s Nursery School and the Bearded Ladies have survived the past tough

years, and we look forward to continuing our relationships with them, as well as with the

University City Hospitality Coalition.

And our staff

We are blessed not only with an extraordinary rector and deacon, but stellar staff: Brittany,

Chase, and Patrick. We couldn’t do it without you all! Thank you!

Respectfully Submitted,

Scott Wilds

People’s Warden
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Nursery/Sunday School Report

Staff: Sara Macro Forrest; Vanessa Albert Lowry; Kristen De Paor; Mother Mariclair; we

welcome volunteers and will shepherd them through the necessary clearances and training.

Number of Children Served each Sunday: 1-4

Age Range: 2-12 years

Activities: free play; reading of/engagement with Bible-related story (usually based on the

readings for the week); art or other activity; snack as a shared meal.  This year all Sunday

School has been held remotely, over Zoom.  We have been able to maintain this (small)

community over this past year, and remarkably, the children remain engaged.  Starting in the

Fall of 2021, Mother Mariclair began a monthly in-person "Pray & Play" with the Sunday

school on the playground, when Covid restrictions allowed.  This has been an excellent

addition to our Sunday school and breaks up the monotony of Zoom calls for all involved!

Goals: Develop a faith community; read bible stories; get the children thinking, asking

questions about God, about loving one’s neighbor, and about life. Expose children to concepts

of faith, prayer, and service to all of God's creation.  We hope to be back in person for the

coming academic year starting Sunday, September 11, 2022.  We welcome all St Marians to

invite young neighbors and friends to join us on Sundays!

Highlight: The children's Nativity Play was virtual again this year, involved the youngest

community members, and was a movie created and acted by our students.  A special thank

you to Caleb and the rest of the de Paor family for the technical expertise!

Respectfully Submitted,

Sara Marco Forrest
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Deacon’s Report

Dear Beloved Community,

What year is it? I am now trying to remember what year it is by events that occurred or didn’t

occur. When I first started writing this, I’d thought to myself, “Not much happened.” But then

my COVID fog cleared a little and I’d recalled that it was last year that Mother Mariclair’s

mother, Amanda, had died before Mother Mariclair left on Sabbatical. It was a sad summer

for all of us with the death of Amanda Elaine Sullivan Partee, Bobby Mann, and then Frank

Innes. I am grateful for Janet and Scott for driving me to visit their families and for Father

Gordon Reid for accompanying me on some visits. May light perpetual shine upon Amanda,

Frank, and Bobby. We will never forget them.

We also completed our Sacred Ground program and have been discerning what we could

do in our own small way, using our Baptismal Covenant as a guide to repairing the

breach of our country’s racism. We have contacted Episcopal Community Services (ECS) to

see how we could help support their Out of School Time at Alexander Hamilton

School in West Philadelphia. One of our group, Sara Forrest, is connecting with Delta Sigma

Theta which helps first-generation college students learn the “ins and outs” of taking SATs.

She is also active with The Poor Peoples’ Campaign. Molly Dougherty involved us in Children

First and their campaign to push back against those legislators who believe that poorer

students do not need the same quality of education that their richer counterparts get. Janet

Deatrick, the representative of our Deanery, has taken on the role of promoting our

letter-writing campaign for anti-gun violence. We also continued to write letters to our

legislators about varying injustices, including Voting Rights, Immigration, and the

Environment.

Last summer, we discussed the book Inwardly Digest, which gave us more insight into The

Book of Common Prayer. In partnership with Vanessa Albert Lowry, Scott Wilds, Brittany

Holdahl, and all worship volunteers, we’d managed to publish our weekly bulletins (no small

task) and faithfully keep our worship going including Holy Week and Ordinary Time Sunday

services (both recorded and in person.)  We were also able to handle all the various questions,

requests, and issues that popped up regularly. We’ve kept up our weekday Morning Prayer

with our faithful lay readers: Brittany (who sets up Zoom and graciously prays a service when

needed), Juan, Michael, Martin, Janet, and Deirdre.

How that year flew by!!! I want to thank everyone for their prayers and offers of help and

food when I was hospitalized in December and sick with COVID too many times this past

year.

This is one very special congregation and I thank God for sending me here in 2017. We do not

know for sure what the next year will bring, but I am confident that we will all continue to

jump in and support each other as we continue to keep our Baptismal Covenant and as we

sing and pray our praises to God each Sunday and each weekday.

God’s Peace to All,

The Rev. Barbara Tobin
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Treasurer’s Report

St. Mary's began 2022 in a state of strong financial health. While uncertainty due to COVID

persists, St. Marians have maintained congregational giving, including pledges and generous

occasional gifts through PayPal, throughout the first four months of the year. While the

current balance is in deficit, the amount is well within the acceptable range for this point in

the year. The Vestry declined to take a draw down from the church's investments in the first

quarter but will be taking a distribution in the second quarter. With that distribution and the

continued faithfulness of the congregation in meeting its pledge commitments, the Finance

Committee and Vestry anticipate that we will meet our budget goals for revenues and

expenses by the end of the year.

Colin de Paor, Treasurer
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Deanery Report

We belong to a wider group of churches in the area and meet every other month with clergy

and lay representatives (ours are Janet Deatrick and John Ash). Both Deacon Barbara and

Mother Mariclair also participate. We share both concerns of our congregations as well as

plan initiatives that enhance the quality of our lives.  The conversation of the meetings

reflects the strength of the Deanery and its congregants, as well as the commitment to

positively influence and support our community.

We are launching a campaign called, Schuylkill Deanery Letters to Stop Gun Violence, which

will involve a parish letter writing campaign about an issue related to gun violence.

See our YouTube video! https://youtu.be/a-OSGpuzMoc

Our first letters will be about Ghost Guns. Each month we will receive the following to use to

inform us and to garner signatures for letters going to our representatives.

● The letter parishioners will sign

● A list of your elected representatives

● A fact sheet for those who want to know more about Ghost Guns to have on your table

● A script for calling your state rep rather than sending a letter

● A display poster for you to print and put on your table

● A QR code you can have on your table that will let people open our video on their

phones

We will usually have letters prepared for St. Mary’s Third Sunday Brunch or Coffee Hour.  If

we are unable to meet in person, we will send out the letters via our weekly electronic

newsletter.  Either a letter or a call has the same impact, so everyone has a choice about how

to do this!

Thank you!

Janet A. Deatrick, Ph.D., FAAN
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Music Report

Despite consistent and variable challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, the music

ministry at St. Mary’s has thrived this year. The choir returned to singing the mass in October

and even with several preventive measures in place, such as wearing masks and occasional

rehearsal cancellations, they found many ways to make meaningful music during Sunday

masses. We also welcomed back Elle Rothermich and Tise Ogunmesa as St. Mary’s choral

scholars; Ethan Burck, Renée Olo, and Kyle Chastulik joined us as new scholars for the

academic year. With the dedication and support of our choral scholars and volunteer choir,

we were able to work through a variety of complicated choral repertoires.

In addition to singing masses, the choir offered a beautiful Lessons and Carols service during

Advent and a choral evensong service during Eastertide. The St. Mary’s Brown Bag Concert

Series included a diverse arrangement of performances from a mandolin ensemble to a silent

film with organ accompaniment. I am grateful to everyone who helped make this short

concert series a success—especially Brittany Holdahl, who created programs and provided

tech support for live-streaming the concerts.

As the choral season winds down and we rest in Ordinary Time for a while I want to express

my thanks to the choir, choral scholars, rector, parish administrator, and sexton for each of

their roles in enriching the music ministry at St. Mary’s. My first year as organist and

choirmaster at the church has been an incredibly rewarding experience because of the

support these folks have offered. If you have any interest in joining the choir or providing

other musical elements, please email me at music@stmarysatpenn.org. I am looking forward

to our next choral season, beginning in September, already!

Chase Castle
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Vestry Elections

Holman Massey

Holman has been at St. Mary's since 1974 when The Rev. John Scott rector and St. Mary's

was at the forefront of the movements for liturgical reform, women in the ministry, and gay

rights. Since John's retirement, St. Mary's has seen three more rectors, and Holman was on

the vestry for the searches for two of them.  He has sung in the choir for most of his time at

St. Mary's and is committed to seeing our parish serve as a spiritual, cultural, and social

action hub for this community.
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Molly Dougherty

The call went out in early 2016:  St. Mary’s Volunteer Choir alto section was in need of

reinforcements. Pattie Duncan called her sister, Molly Dougherty. “Do you have any interest

in joining St. Mary’s Choir? We could really use you.”

Molly jumped at the chance to join both the choir and the faith community at St Mary’s. Over

the past five years, Molly has offered many a baked good to a coffee hour and joined the

Vestry in the Fall of 2021 after the death of Frank Innes.

A long-time resident of Drexel Hill, Molly is the mother of two. Her children live far

(daughter Madeleine resides in San Francisco, but is currently working remotely from

London) and near (son Alex is the chair of the History Dept. at Upper Darby High School),

allowing for frequent visits with her beloved granddaughter Olivia.

After a long career organizing gallery exhibitions and catalogs for contemporary artists and

finding the funds to support documentary films about self-taught artists, she switched gears

to focus solely on grant writing. Today, she is the Grants Officer at Children First (formerly

Public Citizens for Children and Youth), a forty-year-old non-profit that seeks to improve the

lives of the Philadelphia region's low-income children through advocacy and creative tactics

to reform laws, policies, and institutional practices to achieve equitable access to high-quality

early education, sound healthcare, effective public schools, and dependency/delinquency

systems that heal children.

Understanding St. Mary’s longstanding devotion to social justice, she alerted Deacon Barbara

to the impending Fair Funding Trial and was delighted to involve the community in Trial

Watch Parties (a Friday morning favorite), the occasional Rally in Harrisburg, and

letter-writing campaign to state representatives to demand thorough and efficient funding for

every child in the Commonwealth, no matter their zip code.
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2022 Graduates

Ethan Burck

Ethan Burck had graduated from Baldwin Wallace University and had studied at the Curtis

Institute of Music. Having recently performed the role of the Shepherd in Opera

Philadelphia's production of Oedipus Rex, his other credits include roles with the Sante Fe

Opera (The Marriage of Figaro, The Lord of Cries, Eugene Onegin), where he also served as

an Apprentice in 2021.

Elle Rothermich

Elle Rothermich was a student of the University of Pennsylvania's Carey Law School (2022.)

A veteran Choral Scholar of St. Mary's, Elle has participated in the choir for Sunday mass,

helped out with the Thursday night Campus Compline service, and performed in special

concerts both in-person and virtually.
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Elliot Watts

Elliot Watts graduated this past Sunday with a Masters of Business Administration from the

Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.  He double-majored in Finance and in

Marketing and Operations Management.  In the coming weeks, he will be moving back to his

hometown of Atlanta, where his two-and-a-half-year-old daughter Margot is based, and

where he will start as an investment banking associate at Truist Securities.

In Atlanta, Elliot and Margot are proud members of St. Luke’s, a parish located in the city’s

downtown neighborhood.  Their family history includes a long line of Episcopalians, making

Elliot a seventh-generation Episcopalian; his ancestor’s brother Henry Beard Delany was one

of the first African-American bishops in the Episcopal Church.

Elliot is involved with St. Luke’s Faith and Advocacy Network, a social justice initiative; the

local diocese’s Absalom Jones Center for Racial Healing, where he works as a facilitator for

the Center’s Dismantling Racism course and where he co-leads efforts on mass incarceration

for the Center’s Barbara C. Harris Justice Project; and Church of the Common Ground, the

Diocese’s ministry for the urban homeless.  Earlier in the spring semester, during a coffee

hour after mass, he presented to St. Mary’s on issues of mass incarceration and racial justice.

Before Wharton, Elliot worked as a federal law clerk and then as a corporate associate at the

law firm Alston & Bird.  He previously graduated from Columbia Law School with honors as a

Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar, and he received his Bachelor’s from Yale University, where he

majored in history.  In college, he sang first tenor for the Yale Whiffenpoofs, the country’s

oldest collegiate a cappella group.

He looks forward to continuing to stay connected with St. Mary’s and finding ways in which

he can support its mission of promoting justice and peace.
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Natalie Zamora

Since graduating from Bryn Mawr in 2014, Natalie has been working as a higher education

professional and was working full-time at Penn while pursuing her Master's part-time at

Penn GSE. She is a child of immigrants and the first in her family to go to college. She is from

Southern California and, yes, she is obsessed with Disneyland and In-N-Out Burger. Natalie

currently lives on Pine Street with her husband, Juan, and her pets, Georgie (cat) and Yankee

(dog.)
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